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Six International Films
Scheduled For Festival

J

"

by Lisa Vickery
With the success of last year's

Paradise has been called, quite
aptly,
With the Wind of
art films."
Tuesday's film is a tragic one,
the-Gon-

International Film Festival in mind,

the Student Activities Board is
once .again sponsoring six

e

also French, directed by Louis
Made, who also directed Pretty
consecutive days worth of fine i Baby. The, Fire Within or Le Feu
European films for the benefit of Follet follows the actions of a
This year's Film
suicidal, alcoholic who, before
Festival begins next" Monday 'killing himself decides to visit his
evening and continues into the
friends of Paris to examine their
weekend. All of the films will be -- lifestyles and his1 own once more.
shown in Mateer Auditorium at . The film examines the emptiness
the specified times.
of life and the devices used by.
The oldest film to be shown, is a
those in attempts to escape the
French film, Les Enfants
voids that plague them.
Paradis (Children
An Italian film, made in 1960, will
that was directed by Marcel Came S we
n:
k whwii mi n;,i
vvcuiicsuay. ilia
m 1943, The story takes place in
one is. another tragic story of a
the mid- - 19th Century with the plot . family of poor farmers. Rocco and
revolving
around four men all in
His Brothers shows the troubles
APPALACHIAN SPRING, featuring' Don Snow, Dave Shugert, Deb Schwinn, and Bob Amos,
love
with
same
the
woman.
The
that he and his brothers face as
performs folk and bluegrass music tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m. in McGaw ChapeL Story on page
Village Voice said, "...Children of
they compete against poverty,
,
'
Amy
by
Sancetta.
.
four. Photo
unemployment and each other for
life arid love. On Thursday night
The Battle of Algiers, another
film about struggle will be
Italian
'forjthe faculty as a whole On the
r
She added that she haY perceived faculty dialogue," he , asserted.. shown. This film concentrates on
v. by Greg Stolcis Student remarks were presented in the struggle of Algiers to free itself
contrary, the purpose of this article
m an " effort to facilitate
this conflict as to "What kind of
an "ad hoc fashion. If is difficult to from the French colonialism of the
of faculty and student is to get at individual faculty - college are we?" having pene;:.V. - , w--.
present ad hoc remarks and ask '50's - and on the National
relations, the VOICE solicited the reactions.
trated the student body 'as well.
The
faculty
members
"Many faculty are still unclear as to the faculty to respond." Dr. Bell Liberation Front,, the radical
reactions and ' comments
reactions of four
movement that would help to
to the January 8 Faculty Meeting, received were as varied and what students want," she stated,' also questioned the representativediverse in their scope and content
and went on to add that she herself ness of the students at the meeting. make that freedom possible. The
in ; which student representatives
"It was a similar group of students
Battle of Algiers, made in 1966,
involved. ; resents the question of "what is the
aired-- a .variety of student griev- - as K the personalities
'
.
u.
a
.1
.
ieajiue oii appcu ;i n iar nr a faculty to do?" ""Students must voicing the same October com- won eleven international film
antes uj ui itotuiiy. including
awards
the
Golden
plaints,"
Lion
he
maintained,
referring
facuhy
t6
of,
consensus,
is
the comments and identify what it is that wanted,"
The selection
fhe.
the students who spoke at the award for best picture. This film
and then work on bringing about
members was, admittedly, some- - thoughts offered by these four
was also chosen to open up the
October Trustees meeting.
what arbitrary. Two of the faculty individuals are insightful, thought
positive means of achieving these
1967 New York Film Festival,
'
Dr.
Bell
to
on
went
touch
upon
comprovoking,
all,
goals.
and
above
desired
voiced
.
chosen
.
genuine
members
bad
cont'd, on pg. 7
during the" in their concern.
Dr. Richard Bell of the Philos- ments and questions
Dr. Carolyn Durham of the
meeting. Another ' had ' discussed
"the meeting with his classes the French Department felt the meet;
following day; and the other had . frig was "important," and said she
as sometnmg -- positive, ana aaa- TO
;
r"tremendously
impressed,"
was
by
ing further that he feels that it is ; .
shared her thoughts and reactions
.
always beneficial for students and
in a private conversation with a the student input at the meeting.
faculty to talk.' He did, however,
VOICE staff member. In, no way is She went on to add ' that there
necessary arrangements to meet
- by Dan Harkins
it to be construed that these faculty existed a "split in the faculty as to
have several objections. "It was an
the needs of the handicapped in
In recent years! concern has regard to inaccessible buildings.
awkward context for a student and
members are in any way speaking what kind of college Wooster is,"
been directed towards discriminaAmong the options available is
tory practices involving those who to move the location of desired
are either physically handicapped .classes to accessible buildings,
have a learning disability. To and should this not be possible
or
v
mere
a
costs
Though
the music
times a band's other demands
Well, the law' of' averages has
' correct this situation, goveras is the case 'with the Physics
finallit
iin urifn trio hirlnt' were too great (Boston needs ah $11X00, the rest of the money is nmental authorities have department
arrangements
constage
82" foot stage to perform), and jrecessaiytolpay for
Activities Board's- Concert Comregulations
prohibiting
with
should
be
made
established
another
believe' , ft or not,. more than once the College found struction, lighting, security, chairs, such action within their respective
mittee,' and,
barrier-frewhich
a
has
institution
,
,
.
.
117
itself ignored while promoters took publicity, tickets and other producuim scene w
woosier is guuiy iu x .U
areas. The Department of Health, campus, so that a student could
Akron,, and tion expenses. "We're not going ' Education,
acts
a major rock concert this quarter.
and Welfare, for
his studies. Another
through a promoter," noted Kropp, example, initiated Section 504 continue
larger universities. ; '
, i
Charlie Daniels and New Riders of
recommendation
.
made was that
up
have
to put
Once SAB . set its sight on "and that means we
the" Purple . Sage will appear-- ' In
according
which,
Dr.
Deborah
to
any
remodeling
of present
aH the front money.". Closson
Timken Gymnasium on Friday, - Charlie Daniels, scheduling prob
Hilry, the Secretary of the College,
buildings and the construction of
lems arose on both ends. "We've added mat "It's kind of scary when
reoruary cat ai wu
"requires program accessibility for new ones should attempt to
had difficulty reserving a date for you think about it. When you have t ' all qualified students regardless of encompass the federal guidelines.
the gym Closson said."We had''.' this size of a concert and that much . physical 'handicap or learning Wooster, stated Mrs. Hilty, will do
for every
wishes he had5 a! nickel
.
rr
wooster nas oeen : only three possible dates available money involved, you're taking a. disability." This regulation everything feasible to meet not
concert .oner in
l
of .Winter Quarter." Then, . large chancel" . - ' requires all institutions of higher only the needs of the physically
denied, is pleased with the hews.
' after an offer was made for the two
Fortunately, the Student ActiviBut at the same time, he cautions
learning to make reasonable
handicapped, but also those who
that we really hope we can get bands last November, there was ties Board seems to. have the ; ' adjustments so that all students have learning disabilities. .
Learning disabilities is the other
may pursue their desired course of
student - support on this thing, ' some question as to whether the -- backing of the College administraNew Riders would complete their tion in organizing and paying the - study.
focus of 504. Although six
because if. we don't break even
California tour In time, "We didn't initial cost of the concert "Presifinandallv there won t be anv more
The College of Wooster,' in disabilities are specified by the
''-.- want to take one group without the . dent Copeland was concerned ' order to comply with the first regulation, HEW has provided
concerts." '
r about student life," said Closson, aspect , of the Department's insufficient guidelines concerning
other," said Closson. ' Since early this Fatt, Kropp, Hal
Finally, last week SAB was" "and told us he would give us mandate ,
barring . physical this , area and has left its
Closson and others have been
contacted by its agent. Concert ' support
interpretation to the individual
handicap
working to land Wooster a major
discrimination,
About 4500 tickets will go on conducted a study on the institutions. The College's
susnt hit rre after another-- each Ideas, of Woodstock, New York, Secretary has, therefore,
opportunity fell through. Some- : and the final plans were confirmed. sale, hopefully within the next two accessibiliry of its physical plant
The:cost of the event is stagger- weeks. AB will be general admission One recomrnendation made was submitted a draft in regard to this
times the price was too high (Linda
thiat the College should make the
ing r about $21,000 :. in totaL
cont'd, on pg. 7
cont'd, on
7'
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Student Activity Fees
Don't Cover Expenses

THIS

Po

SHAH.
NOT PANIC. WC
f$'-Tff-

&

HAVE JC5T STqPpEP
T TAKE ON ICE.

Inflation has affected everyone in this country, from social security
and now the WOOSTER VOICE is
recipients to the city of Cleveland
problems,
Due
to a declining College enrollment
too.
having financial
which reduces our budget, and increasing production costs, we will be
-- .t
... .
...
tv- t
page newspapers that allowed us to report more than just the
more
who, what, and where of campus news.
"When approximately one hundred students failed to return to
Wooster this Fall, all organizations funded by the Student Activity Fee
had their budgets cut by 7 percent. For us, that meant a loss of almost
$800 (the cost of nearly two issues of the VOICE). We added this amount
to the $125 that Campus Council forgot to give us to pay for our

rn

j

12-1- 6

--

'
Treasurer.
Then our printing expenses increased, and we find ourselves with a
net loss of about $2800 in funding for'the current school year (assuming
that we attempted to produce the same size issue). And that amount of
money is going to affect our ability to produce a quality, weekly

'
newspaper.
7
7
What can we do about it? Not much. But, with a slight yearly increase
in the Student Activity Fee, all organizations will be better able to meet
inflationary costs. As we are not the only student group in financial
trouble, perhaps the College should take an interest in ensuring that
organizations do not have to reduce activities drastically or eliminate
their programs altogether.
.

Cutting back the WOOSTER VOICE is not a difficult task. If we
papers every other week (which
eliminate several issues, or print
would be 75 percent advertising), we may be able to balance our budget. .
but we hope we "
We can make those kind of decisions in an. instant
won't have to do that.
4-pa- ge

J

Once again, we regret having to produce a shortened version of the
VOICE, and trust you will bear with us while we look for ways to cut
costs and increase revenues. In the meantime, Campus Council and the
College administration should be taking action to support student
groups. If they don't, every year will be worse than the preceding one.

E4N

ocv mtn. News CPS

75

examine the decade through film.
He states, The second world war
has been seen in many. ways In
Tilm-- as
propaganda, documentary,
historical drama, spectacle, and a
rollicking good time. These different depictions of the war will be
examined
on Resnais
Night and. Fog and Hiroshima,
Mon Amour as reflections of the
shattering horror of the war and its
legacy.of nuclear destruction.' The
films will be shown the day before
the lecture on February 12 at 7:30
p.m.

by Dianna Troyer
What is a shattered dream?
Perhaps it is a mother's unfulfilled
wish for her son to become
president of the United States. But

Students at Wooster often talk about feeling a lack of efficacy, they
may disagree with a College policy, or are disturbed about the activity of
other members of the student body, but the question of "What can we
do?" many times goes unanswered. Here is something you can do, and
though it won't move mountains, it will bring your concerns out in the
open.

'' -

as the title of the third annual
interdepartmental symposium concerning ideas and the arts in
Europe, The Shattered Dream has
a deeper meaning. Carolyn Durham,
of the event
explains, "Many illusions
the Western culture could do for
the world were shattered during
the years of 1940-195The world
was broken apart and a sense of
fragmentation existed." The first in
a series of five . lectures of the
symposium will be January 23 at
4:00 p.m. in the Library Lecture
'
Room.
-r.
of-wha-

with-focu- s

t

,
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John

The concluding topic, literature
and ideology will be presented by

.

44691.

The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States Press
Association and the Ohio Newspaper Association. Subscription rates are
$6.50 per year for a second class subscription and $9.50 for first class.
Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located in lower Lowry Center,
Telephone: (216)
Room
extension 433.
264-123- 4.
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Feature
Sports
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Sports...

I
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Lisa Vickery
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JimWilkins
Amy Sancetta
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Lori Carlson
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.Dan Hunter
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This Coming Monday and Tuesr educational missionary of the
day, J. Oagett Taylor will be on United Methodist Church, serving
as an administrator and teacher at
campus, attending classes and
making a presentation in Babcock. - Mrewa Secondary SchooL He is
Mr. Taylor is presently serving as
also the author of the Political
the country officer in the State
Development, of Tanganyika
Department's Bureau of African
(Stanford University Press, 1963).
Affairs, and will spend most of his
After arriving in Wooster on
visit talking about the problems of
Monday morning, Jan. 22, Mr.
southern Africa and U.S. policy ; Taylor will spend the afternoon in
toward those nations. - The main ' classes and a seminar with the
feature of his visit will be a slide
Political Science department, and
presentation and discussion - In
will then have dinner with students
Babcock Monday night at 9 p.m.
and faculty in Lowry. Monday
on the South African situation and night
he will be discussing South
the US. response to it
Africa and U.S. policy in Babcock
Mr. Taylor is a career Foreign
main lounge at 9 pm, and the
Service Officer of the Department
campus and public are invited to .
of State, and has spent seven of attend. ' '
the ..last ten years overseas in .
Tuesday morning he wiD be back
Venezuela;. Jamaica, and Zambia,.
in classes, and from 9 a.m. to 12
as well as serving in the Depart- -' noon and from 1:30 to.4"p.m. he '
ment's Office of African Programs.
will be available in CPPS to talk
Prior to entering the Foretan
with students about his career in
ScrvicC'DTay!or sp1nt n.eariy
the Foreign Service, the State
years ui ruioaesia wnere ne was an Department, missionary work, and
also about topics which students
Writers of poetry and prose are
would like to carry on' from
encouraged to submit their
previafis. discussions. Students
work to THISTLE, the College
who would like to schedule some
of Wooster literary magazine.
time to speak with Mr. Taylor may
Contact Editor J. Patton at
sign up in the Career Planning and
Placement Office in the basement
box 2454.
of Lowry. 1;
"

.

.-

G-1-

Carolyn Durham. The ideology of
this period surfaced in the novel as
well as film, which. became more

Diplomat to Visit COW

Hondros, representing

the history department will introduce the symposium by explaining
the historical background " in
Europe from 1940-195He will
focus on three subjects of this.
decade, the rise of Nazism, the
horrors of the Jewish Holocaust
and the Cold War, and how they
ultimately forced artists, writers,
and philosophers to raise' and .
respond to ethical, political and
social questions.
With the historical context presented, James Haden of the
Philosophy department will speak
the following Tuesday, January 30,
about the philqsophy that resulted
from conditions of a world war.
The thinking of this era, existentialism will be his focus. 7 think it will
be helpful, to concentrate . pn
Camus and Sartre, to show two
existential modes, the academic
(Sartre) and the
. (Camus), and to use the changing
relations between the two as well
as their involvements in World War
D to examine
the relation of
existentialism to actual life." Resistance, a part of actual life in France,
wiTTbe .the topic of President,
.Copeland the, following week,
' "
February 6.
On February 13, Henry Herring,
of the English Department,; will
v

0.

"
administration policy.
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the Editor from
students, acuity, administrators, subscribers, and members of the greater
wooster community. AH correspondence may be addressed to the
WOOSTER VOICE, Box 3187, The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio

.

The annual symposium was
initiated three years ago to create
an atmosphere of, ah intellectual
community on campus. It provides
an opportunity for the faculty to be
seen outside the ' classroom and
encourages discussion between
students and faculty, concerning
many social, and ethical questions.

0.

"

.
WOOSTER VOICE
Published weekly during the academic year by the students ot the
College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials and features areT
those of the staff alone, and should not be construed a representative of

"

r

than mere entertainment For
Sartre, Beauvoir, and Camus the
novel became a means of invoking
action and thought, even drastically enough to change a reader's life.
Literature now shocked; distressed,
and challenged the reader to take
action in her own life. The objectives of these authors were accomplished during this decade,- -'
explains Durham.
, .

.

co-ordinat- or

' and the more students who
After aD, this is a student newspaper
contribute to its content the more representative it becomes of student
opinion. Whether you wish to complain, inform, comment, or critique;
writing a Letter to the Editor may be a way for you to organize your
thoughts, and share them with others.
Let us know what you're thinking.

--

Symposium Starts Next Week

What's on Your Mind
Write a Letter to the Editor.
In past years our editorial pages have been a forum for debates on Hell
Week, abortion advertising, visitation, the role of sections, and race
relations at the College. 'We've printed letters from students,
administrators, members of the Wooster community, and alumni And
we've found that when one writes a letter, pressure is placed on those of-'
another opinion to respond.

'

.

--

--

.

J

--
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by Robin Wilson - Bissman's seventh section, Wagy
ner, and Stevenson's fourth and
' Comp-tom's
While strolling through
"fifth sections were some of the
main lounge and lobby, one dorms included in the decorating. '
can't miss the elegant decor. Scot "Our inspections are on going
Cottage's updated interior is also throughout the year," explained
impressive. The lounges in both of Mrs.Doublede. "This process lets
these buildings were almost totally us know which housing units are in
refurnished over the - summer the most desperate need of refur- break, including
carpeting, , nishing. For instance," she added,
draperies, furniture,', and wall "Scot Cottage had almost no
.' paper.
....:"'.: .. r.- - ,
usable furniture left at the end pf
Mrs; Elsie Doubledee, Director of spring term last year."
, .
Custodial Services, inspects each
Reportedly, Mrs. Doubledee and
dorm and. small house frequently the advisory board work the entire
throughout the school year and1 year with an interior decorator,
ultimately submits her requests of planning for refurnishing during r refurnishings to the Board' of
the summer months. "It is not a
Trustees. .Doubledee also has the ', matter of all new accommodaassistance of the Women's Advistions," she explained. "Many times
ory Board, whose .members in- we switch furniture from one dorm
clude alumni, academic personnel, to another, take pieces- out of
and students.. aAlohg with ' the storage, and reupholster old
board, I try to use a cross section of couches and chairs in order to stick
people to - help decide on the to our budget" she said. "So much-tim- e
extent and mode of redecorating,"
is put into this aspect of the
questionshe offered, A 1977-7college because it is many times
naire as to what students like and vthe condition and the decor of the
disliked about the dorms, was also , campus housing units which at-- .
a determinant in this years redeco-- . ; tracts students to the college, and A GREAT DEAL OF TIME and money is spent annually to refurnish and remodel main lounges to
make them more comfortable for students. Evaluation of dorm facilities is a continual process.
rating. "After inspection, we base after that, what keeps them here,"
Photo by Greg Tonian. :
our decisions as to which dorms Mrs. Doubledee concluded.
will be redone on many things,"
announced Mrs. Doubledee. "We
evaluate how the dorm is used, for
receptions or parties, and whether
women to achieve" their full
useful purpose. Nancy' explained
or not it is respected, through use,
back is particularly Important beby Martha Oesch
potential.
by the students. We also consider
that many students utilize the WRC cause "it's good for the women on
"If we raise the consciousness of
library when writing papers". Other
its present condition, and of course
campus to see somebody who
. Included in the WRCs library
our budget determines how much the women on campus, then that are books, periodicals and films students just wander in to browse graduated from Wooster, had the
which the Andrews library doesn't
we can allot to each refurnishing,", will in turn raise the consciousness
and see what is available. Money same major and has a good, job."
r
of the whole campus," comments
have and will not purchase. The received from the George Gund In addition, WRC is
she added.
According to 'Mr- - Ed Ceme, Nancy Duncan, one of the
books, usually written by women, foundation will enable the WRC to a women's film week Feb.
along with Gail Huston,
focus on topics such as women's
with the women's study committee
enlarge their library.
Director of Physical Plant Services
history, art, poetry and legal aid.
Following
CPPS's upcoming and the history department,
$35,000 was used in last 'year's of the Women's Resource Center.
A future project for the WRC is
updating. Although the majority of' Entering, its fifth year, the WRC JJhe . WRC trys to buy their career , day will "be a women's
these funds were used for Comp-to- n provides" a support group for the '. materials, whenever possible, career day featuring women the production of a women's
and Scott Cottage, lounges in women on campus; Through its through the feminist press and alumni.' Nancy comments that newsletter to be distributed three
cont'd, on pg. 7
other housing units were also programs and various resources, other organizations run by women. asking successful women alumni
The fact that over half of the
redone. Holden's Smoker Jounge, the WRC tries to encourage.
center's 100 books were checked
ADVERTISEMENT
positive
out at one time
indicator that theu are servinq a
LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK
'
I will give no deadly medicine to anyone A asked, nor suggest such courwei, and n like
In addition to team awards,
The Seventh Annual Charles F.
manner, I will not give a woman a pessary to produce abortion.
Wishaft - Memorial Debate individual honors were given to the
Oath o) hhppocratet
Tournament was held last top-- speakers in each division.
ABORTION FACTS
weekend, with sixty-si"It was repulsive to watch Kve fetuses being packed in ice while stiU moving and trying
teams Mark Belasic of the University of
to breathe, then being rushed to a laboratory." Upon her request to be excused from
from ten states in the competition. - Akron took top honors in the '
helping with such abortions, she was threatened with ."being fired, harassment,
Dr. , Sandersj . of the speech Varsity division while Fraser
intimidation, restrictions in assigned duties," and finally quit her job.
Testimony, Mr. W. Pick, onoesfnefis
department, and director of the Donnellan won the Novice group.
Pennsylvania Abortion Commotion
; tournament
' '
said that, "it was The victorious teams and o
"
individual
speakers
all
received
0
probably the strongest tourna4
.
travelling tournament trophies as
WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT TO LIFE BOX S3S, WOOSTER, OHIO
ment we've ever had."
9
well as permanent.trophies.
Starting on Friday afternoon,
caJI
or
Tearhs
all
from
over
country
the
the competition went until late
MANSFIELD
Emergency Pregnancy Aid
EMPAC
Saturday when Ohio University were present at the Tournament,
FREE Pregnancy HotiirM
.defeated John Carroll University including .St. Anseln's College in
in the Varsity division and New Hampshire, Northwestern
Wheaton College captured the University, - The University of,
novice division over Central Pittsburgh and the Unjted States
Naval Academy.
Michigan University.
'-
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CITY NEWS
ATTENTION GSWrORG

money T
The key to having
r
l T
'.l
now.
wun
we
is
later
savins
can help you with one of our ' '
many savings plans. Let'
your money grow so it can!
unmvn ivniuiiim.

THE U.S. NAVY HAS FULL SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR
INCLUDING STIPEND AVAILABLE.
MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: v.
V-- -

- "

......

.

..

'

v

;

First if. Federal

i

,

Saving & Loam Association
'

REPRESENTATIVE

MEDICAL PROGRAMS
.16101 Snow Rd., Brookpark, Ohio 44142

or' Call

522-483-

0

(Collect)

Have a Great

!

Going on to Medical School!

"

Graduates; Students
and Friends -

1

'

' '.

of Woouer

.-

-

1812' Cleveland Road
'

......-

-

Weekend!
Good Luck Scots!
Come visit us at out
New Location at
1 35 South Market
.
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by Tracey Dils

time she was. She was surprised by
Amandla. which means freedom .the uniqueness of - the South
v
; in Afrikaan,- - is the title of a-- new. African situation which she at one
conwritten"
three-ac- t
' time ' compared . to American
and
drama
ceived by the College of Wooster's struggles for civil rights! She now
own Annetta Jefferson. The play," perceives the situation quite differ' was completed during Jefferson's ently, and - seriously questions
leave to London last Fall whether change in that country
.recent
' quarter and is scheduled for debut can be brought about peacefully.
here on campus in May. The Violent revolution may be the only
"
drama concerns the Blacks' alternative Blacks have left, "she
'.struggle for rights in South Africa explained.
and was inspired by an account of . Jefferson's other activities in
the murder of Stephen Biko, a England included the viewing of a
South African - Revolutionary..: variety of stage events. Among the
is the play's main charac ,. companies Jefferson enjoyed were
:
ter and. hs conceived by Jefferson,' the Russian Company arid-th- e
Scottish Opera Company at Ed in- - s
t is p'ne of the last advocates- of bourough,
'
as well "as a number of
in the
resistance
s
a massive : productions by companies at the
country.
strike in the factories of South v National Theatre in London.'
theatrical productions
: Africa,
and is -- subsequently im- .' '
prisoned andeventuaHy, murder- - were not the commercial ones,"
however, but rather the "fringe"
V ed. The play focuses on the drama
ex"perimental and '.comof Nkosi's terrible struggle forBlack plays
producrJons-wit'
less tradi- - ;.
'
rights.- ; munity
partialso
formats.
rional
Jefferson
play
Jefferson,
the
According to
heavily
relations
in
race
cipated
'drew to some extent on her
personal experiences with South work in England, a country which"
PROFESSOR ANNETTA JEFFERSON'S PLAY "Amandla" concerns the struggle for Black rights
Africans, both white and Afrikaan, she claims, "is facing difficult
in South Africa. Here she reviews the script with senior Vernon .Wyley. Photo by John Walsh. who were living In London at the problems with the West Indians
and Pakistani." Heir activities included lectures at English universities on the subjects- - of Black
American Literature and Multicultural Education. .
- guitar
playsaudiences
Wooster
group
CoDeoe
of
within
per
Sorirtq
he
the
Appalachian
will
djtl.
by Amy Havener
Jefferson - has " no immediate
and mandolin.
concert in have many opportunities to see
: i
What started as a Banana Cow, form a free
'
plans
former play after its producThat" guy with the. banjo may
McGaw ChapeL' The concert will Appalachian "Spring. The foursome
but hopes it wiH be
here,'
unites arts and sciences, and offers charge
tion
square look familiar. He's Bob Amos, who
no admission, fee because has played at College
elsewhere
'
and eventual
free music to aO who want to hear?
produced
'
with
geology
study
major.
a
mixes
music
special
profit, dances,
meals,;
Appalachian Spring, the College of the group is not interested in
; ,
published.
ly
.
A" frequent Zeitgeist entertainer
but rather in exposing people to a breaks, and performed an
band.
Wooster's own
within
soloist
the
concert' last .spring. But ' and sometimes'
Saturday, January 20, at 7:30 type of music not often heari
group. Bob also plays guitar and
seeing is not knowing.. Who are
' dulcimer.
'Appalachian Spring?
. The musipal You're A Good
ABORTION
Appalachian Spring's seemingly
Don Snow, perhaps best known
to COW audiences, for his rendi- - inexhaustible, fiddler is Deb Man, Charlie Brown" is coming to '
Up
44
to fiddling, ; the Shoolroy Theatre on January
tion of TTh Aardvark Song," is the - Schwinn.
(Wed.-Sat- ).
band's senior; member. A 197-7- , Deb. is a member of Chios, a - 31, February 1, 2 and 3
Office
Box
Freedlander
The
Douglass
a
and
RA,
Wooster graduate, he now works
as director of Babcock HalL Don chemistry major. Dave 'Shugert, will opert on January 29 at 12:00
has' played in bands or alone who plays bass and guitar, also noon and will remain open every
resides in Douglass HalL Dave has afternoon that week until 3:00 p.m.
(creating sympathy for aardvarks)
throughout his years, at COW; the dubious distinction of being the - The production features Alan
e,
ADC
only music major in thegroup. Gasser, David Underwood,
Bifl Todia, Bob Wonenberg
Both Dave and Deb haveplayed
BEAU. AVE
with the Wooster Symphony. and - Karen McCartney, and is
' All the members of Appalachian directed by Dan Treadwell as his '
IJuM Nociit ol tfhm CeiMisirt
AKRON WOMEN'S
for the. past two Senior LS. project Tickets are
Spring sihg-a- nd
513 W.
Laundry
24 Hour Coin-O- p
St. .,
.years, -- they have been singing $2.50 for general admission and
V
.
Dry Cloaningt-4:1- 5
$1.50 for students.
Coliec4 0 535 6178
cont'd, on pg. 5 ...
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Maimer Speaks on Mapp iness
by Susie Estill
Dr. Paul l Homer, the firstM.

1

Garber Drushal Distinguished Professor to visit the Wooster campus,
presented Wednesday's convocation, entitled "On Pleasure and
Human Happiness". Dr. Holmer,.
lecturing in the philosophy department, has had visiting professorships in many parts of the world
including Oxford, England. He has
written essays and translations of
the works of Kirkegaard, and is the
.author of a book entitled The
Grammar of Faith.
Holmer began his lecture by
cautioning that happiness may be a
topic which "Is too important for
academic types. He continued his
" talk explaining that happiness, and
the desire for happiness, is both
universal and imperative. Happi- ness is a concept that can be found
in all contexts of our lives. As an
example of the universality of the
concept of happiness, Holmer cited
such phrases as "don't marry him,
he'll never make you happy" and
"don't go into this vocation, youU
used
. not be happy with
everyday by many of us.
- Happiness, explained Holmer, is
PAUL L' HOLMER, a J. Garber Drushal Distinguished
happiness
the
and
of
nature
the
spoke
about
Professor,
a concept so close to us that it is
difficulty people experience in trying to obtain it. Photo by Amy . tied to the concept of life. One who
misses happiness, perhaps, is one
yfv?--...'..-

:

.i

"

,

.

.

:

it"--phra-

who has not lived. That is why the -question "Are you happy?" is so v
embarrassing, because it is so tied
to life that a .negative ' answer
implies the existence of a void.
Aristotle felt that such things as
friends, birth, health and wealth are
the things that make people happy.
As long as one's life Is rooted in
fortunate circumstances and privi-- .
leges such, as those, they, will be
--happy. St Augustus found a flaw
in jthis argument,-- as Dr. Holmer-pointeout for there are times
when someone who has fortunate
circumstances and many privileges
may answer 'no' to the question
'Are you happy?'. This could be
attributed to the theory that happiness is not connected to fortunate
circumstances, but rather to a state
. of mind. John Stuart Mill espoused
.
that particular belief and

ses

.

d

--

Holmer-concurs-

--

Many concepts, Holmer pointed
out, act to cast but happiness. For
example, one canbe lonely and
still be happy; But on the other

Institute.. The other vocalist, Kathleen Morrison of the music faculty
wilt be accompanied by her husband. Robert Morrison.
conclusion of the after. The
noon's music will be a presentation
by Daniel Winter,, the! chairman of
the department, of Rhapsodies in
B Minor and J Minor, Opus 79.
The Brahms Festival, started off
on a good note last week with the

-

.-

cont'd, from pg. 4
together. "
Deb, Don, and Bob met on
campus in tne tail ot
o while
playing informally at a COW
square dance. The following year,
and formed a
Concert Choir's performance of & . they met Dave
s
and folk music
German Requiem, under the direc- called
'
band
and
themselves
tion of Mr. Moore. In spite of the
Banana Cow. Fall 1977, the group
weather; .the audience
was warmed by the charm of one reorganized. and became Appalaof 'the composer's most highly" chian Spring. They began performing original material as well as their
praised works.
own arrangements of traditional

--

The performers for this" assemblage
of chamber music represent a
- sampling of instrumentalists, vocal-Istfaculty, . an alumnus and
"!
assorted friends, rr
.!'
Nancy Buckingham will perform
'Brahms Sonata in F Minor for
Clarinet and Piano, Opus 120, no.
music
1; Ms. Buckingham
professor at the College as well as
the conductor of The Wooster
Symphony Orchestra. She will be
accompanied by Daniel. Winter.
Two female vocalists will be
performing 14 Lieder. Faith Mehr-- "
ling, who graduated from Wooster
in 1974 will be accompanied by
- Judson Billings of the Cleveland
--

s,

--

.

:
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counting
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ca
'
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songs. Don, Bob, and Dave all
compose music for the group's
repertoire.
--asi
riovemoer, Appalachian
spring recorded their best music
with the Advent record company,
a Cleveland firm. The record Is a
combination of the group's new
and old material, ranging from fast
to mellow folk music
The four will seD copies of the
recording at Saturday's concert for
$6 per record. This is a
venture.
blue-gras- s

non-prof-

it

SOMEONE

SPECIAL"

'-

tr7

-
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'
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'

.

-ir

blue-gras-

4-pie- ce

sub-zer-

Holmer ended his. lecture with
the proposal that by breaking the
bonds which associate ' circumstances with concepts that eliminate the chance for happiness,
people might achieve happiness. If
one could separate loneliness from
being alone, for example, one
might be happy.. He went on to
suggest that everyone must have a
welcome attitude for happiness
and must even plan and employ a
strategy to obtain happiness.
Although happiness cannot be
plotted, Holmer emphasized that
with a welcome, hopeful attitude
and a sense of anticipation, happiness will be more than an accident
in our lives.

Local Band to Perform

Chamber Concert Set for Sunday

by Lisa Vtckery v
. The second. Brahms Festival
concert will be held this Sunday
afternoon at 3 p.m. in Mackey Hall

hand, one can be alone and lonely
and be unhappy. This is because
loneliness casts out the possibility
of happiness. Loneliness is just one
of the concepts which eliminate the
chance for happiness; others include business, illness, boredom
and resentfulness.

-
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SALT Talks Explained

;
'

by Sabrina Johnson
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REPRESENTATIVE TOM DOWNEY delivered an enlightening
speech about arms limitations and the nuclear weaponry race
between the U.S. and the Soviet Union. Photo by Amy Sancetta.

Want to become involved in the
Student Government at Wooster?
This is the best opportunity you
can possibly come across that
would enable you to become an
active, helpful member of a
decision-makin- g
body.. Each
S.(3A position is open for
election this quarter. They

include: President;

Vice-Presiden-

t;

Secretary; Treasurer;

Campus Council; Financial Affair

"Social Affairs

Committee; Student Services and
Special Projects Committee.

Petitions will become available
at Lowry Center Front Desk on
the morning of January 22, for alj
offices. These petitions are then
due by 12:00 noon on February 6.
The fun is yet to come, when the'
General Elections are held on
February 14.
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Herbal teas

Smoothies and jniees
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Well, If You Incest
by Lisa Vickery

Every era has its trends and
rages and all who visit New York
City or any other metropolis know
by now that there are presently
three major trends dictating the
character, dress and frame of
mind "of the American public
during this one. The first- and
foremost, effecting the' largest
number of people, is the "disco"
craze. Whether a lover or a
despiser of the new Travolta-feed- ,
society, its prominence cannot be
denied. The second trend, which is
yet to have affected Wooster, is an
upper class elitist art . craze,
inspired by King Tut. The third
trend, which is just now' reaching
Wooster, may revolutionize the
entire student body; it is The
Rocky Horror Picture Show.
-

,

DINO'S
DRIVE -- THRU
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Horror Picture
be
shown at three different times in
the Cage for Mateer Auditorium
umiiW he imKiA
K.xi
lunacy. I doubt Wooster has ever
seen such a phenomenon. I know
that I have never experienced
anything comparable. When Riff
Raff says, "Madness takes its toll,"

11:00 to 11:00

After just three months of study at The

v Institute for Paralegal Training in
Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding
career in law or business without law school. '
As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing
many of the duties traditionally handled v"
only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal-- ;
Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of
law to study. Upon completion of your training. The 2'
Institute's unique Placement Service will find you a
responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or
corporation in the city of your choice. Institute for Paralegal Training is the ;
T'he
nation's first and most respected school for
paralegal training. Since 1970, we ve placed over
2.500 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide.
you're a senior of high academic standing
Ifand
looking for an above average career,
contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative."
We will visit your campus on:

ne
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have seen it anywhere from two to
unwards
of- thirH, tir iw, im ml
r
mere spectators . but involve
themselves physically. mentally
and vocally in each showing.
When The Rocky Horror
Picture Show opened in movie
theatres a number of years ago it
was an unquestionable box office
..
IkT
tt
t
w we are iacea
witn tne
"P- mystery as tawriou the original
Cult ,lnfluen1cc that turned
.
,
w'
'. obynousy
budget loser mto a
dollar winner and a cultural craze,
While the movie in itself is
the characters on the
screen are really 'exceptionally
intriguing. Tim Curry, the dynamic
star of the film who plays the mad
scientist. Dr. Frank, N. Furter.
makes a very striking entrance.
from that point on, his charisma
carries the entire film. The other
extraordinary characters such as
Riff Raff and Magenta ("incest is
cont'd, on pg. 7
B
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he describes the , event with
precision. .
The Rocky Horror Picture
Show is not only a film, maybe not
even a film, but rather a cult As if
it were a religion, devotees of the
cult congregate regularly on 1
Fridays and Saturdays for the
midnight v Sabbath to worship
Frank, Riff Raff, Columbia and the
other prophets of the movie. The

"fi'Ef
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Downey assured us, our technology is far superior. He discussed
both countries' systems of nuclear
defense; ours being a triad system,
or as he put it, "we are trying to put
our nuclear eggs in three different

nt,

.

'

Positions
Available
Committee;

baskets," and the Russians' being a involves several stages and sets of
primarily land limitations and reductions and "it.
based system. tThe United States sets a principle of groundwork. If it
has a three component arsenal is ratified by the Senate, the United
involving Jand, . air and sea States will have a measure of
weaponry, whereas the Russians security, a handle on the situation.
have put all their eggs; in one - Downey observed
basket Again Downey assured us talks in Geneva and the SALT
commented
that we are technologically super-to- r that negotiations
are
tedious
and
in all three areas.
. formal, and that even though the
why,
the SALT talks? Soviet
, So
speak fluent
Downey speaks of SALT as part of English, negotiators
they still go through the
t the cornerstone or the centerpiece
translation process.
of detente. It is a
Downey ' observed "that" the
bilateral agreement and its motivation is the doctrine of "mutual, SALT talks are our assurance
assured destruction." There is no against a nuclear war. He is
trust involved because, as Downey confident that the negotiations are
commented, neither the' United in capable hands and thinks an
States nor the Russians are capable agreement will be made by March,
of being trusted. SALT provides a ' Downey touched on disarmameasure of stability by restraining ment; saying that very little has
growth of nuclear technology, been accomplished in that area
numbers, and accuracy. Because and . that SALT is the "...only ;
we know what the Russians are up meaningful disarmament
talks
to and precisely because they we've had." He also commented
know
hat we are capable of, on the necessity of some form of
" the draft because of the poor
negotiations are possible.
The first SALT agreement was ' quality of present enlistees. "The
from
The ;SALT II notion of patriotism is so passe that
treaty will last until 1985. It it is alarming," Downey observed.
i

nuclear war funny? One might
think so after hearing Congressman Thomas. Downey's audience
laughing In Mateer Monday night,
as hex so. masterfully and humorously discussed the SALT talks
with the almost capacity crowd.
From his recollection of initial
experiences in Congress , to the
more serious aspects ' of arms
limitations, the dynamic young
speaker had his audience mesmerized. The Democratic Congressman from New York, a member of
the Armed Services Committee,
was introduced as one of 'the four
Congressmen to visit Wooster this
year.
Knowledgably, honestly, and in
terminology all could understand,
Downey began by explaining the
purpose and history of the SALT
talks. Since the Cuban Missile
Crisis seventeen years ago, the
Russians have embarked upon a
program mat they hope will prevent their being in a vulnerable
position again.' Today, they have
essentially "caught up" with the.
Is
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Facility Meeting Aided by Student Input
'

'J"'"'

cont'd, from pg.

1 --

Daniel CalhOun of the
History Department had the most
unique reaction to the meeting, as
he walked out in the middle of it.
When questioned about his rather,
abrupt departure. Dr. Calhoun
stated that he had simply "heard
everything that needed to be said."
He, went .on to expand, on his
reaction and perceptions surround-- .
ing the meeting.
For him, the meeting touched oh
two complaints' in general, one.
dealing with student social life, the
other with faculty ' academic
responsibilities. Surrounding these
are two questions: Does the faculty
care?, and if so, does it care too
much?
..

that the ; faculty
has somehow promoted a lack of
respect In "Its relations with students, yet he
and a
"fairly large number. of faculty,"
with many student contacts outside
' the classroom. When questioned
about the lack of student challenge
and participati6n in the classroom,
Dr. Bell noted that much could be
attributed to widespread social and
environmental factors. "There is a
distinct difference between the
sixties and the seventies," - he
stated, and went on to maintain
that this cultural and generational
.transformation has been felt - in
educational circles.
Is "unfortunate"

.
.

finds-himse- lf,

;

--

-

Dr.

As for student social life. Dr.
Calhoun identified that as a "prob-- "
lem for students." Concerning the
academic problems. Dr. Calhoun
was quite candid in his assessment
that, for the most part, "faculty
aren't looking forward to teaching." Several factors have contributed

;

to-thi- s.

The first of these is the tenure
situation, which, Calhoun notes,
has "demoralized" younger faculty
members. Another is the quarter
system, which Calhoun .feels is a
"grind," and places a considerable
amount of pressure on faculty as.
well as students. An apathetic
faculty member is easily perceived

Rocky Will Horrify Wooster Tonight

cont'd front P3
best") compliment prank's

strangeness with their own.
Before the success of the film,
only familiar billboard names
A the
were Meat Loaf and Susan
Sarandon, who plays the innocent
heroine.' Her part is remarkably
different from the one she played
in Pretty Baby but it's possible she

wwrnf- -

"

WKL
cont'd, from pg. 3.

j

lOnCerne&CoIumbus,

lent opportunity for someone who
wants to go into journalism. They'd
have free rein and could express
their creativity", Gail comments.
Senior Bunny McKee's present-atioof Susan Griffin's play
"Voices" will set the pace for spring
quarter when the WRC hosts Ms.
Griffin on campus. One of the most
well known contemporary feminist
writers hi America,. Ms. Griffin's"
arrival unfortunately will not coin- dde with the production of the
,
:
play.
The main concern of the WRC Is
sexual coercion on campus. They
define sexual coercion as a professor or student, male or female, who
makes sexual connotations toward
a student without his or her .
consent The WRC emphasizes the
need for assertlveness in coping
with such situations. One of their
goals is to help eliminate the guilty
feelings of the victimized student
that he or she brought this kind of
behavior upon himself or herself.
--

'

Campus Accessible?
cont'd, from pg. 1
matter to the Dean of the Faculty,
-'

Dr. Vivian Holliday, for
consideration before the
--

Committee
..
policy will,

The College's

.

v

to the Secretary,
continue to take action to meet the
goals of HEWs Section 504 and
permit every student, regardless
or
of any ' physicall-handicalearning disability, 3 to ; achieve
hisher objectives at Wooster.. ,
according

,

maybe

'

they

pent-u- p

emotions, maybe they're

.

borderline mental cases. It's even
possible that like many .who get
involved in religion,- they have
finally found something . which
gives their lives meaning and
direction, but, maybe they're just
having fun. For" whatever reason,'
to all Rocky Horror PictureShow
cultists, I say, "A Toast!!!"'
-

cont'd, from pg.

1

seats. On campus, they may be
purchased--on- e
to a customer-- at
the SAB office during normal
business hours. Tickets will also be
sold in Cleveland, Akron, and at
other colleges in Ohio. Advance
tickets will cost $5 for Wooster
students and $7 for
(including faculty). Those who wait
to purchase tickets at the door will
pay 8.
.

not been to
Cleveland in a long time" said
Closson, "so if this thing catches
on, who knows how fast the tickets
win sen."

-'

.
.

"

.

v

Inclined to look elsewhere for the
blame." This contributes greatly, he
feels, to the artitudlnal problems
that presently beset faculty and
student relations.
The faculty," Dr. Lewis noted,
"are frustrated. Students often feel
faculty attitudes" and in times such
as these. It is all too easy to "lose
perspective," of the situation.
"Don't deal with student frustration
in isolation," he cautions, but
rather, we should keep in mind
"how well off we are," and assert
our "responsibility to better this
educational Institution."

Film
Festival Presented
cont'd,

from pg. 1
The four films scheduled for
Monday, through Thursday will
have one showing each at 8 p.m.
and all four are free.
The Conformist and "8" will be
shown on Friday and Saturday
nights, respectively. Each will be at
both 7:00 and 9:30 p.m., and since
they ' are probably the finesf
motion pictures of the lot there is a

.

minimal admission charge of 75.
The Conformist was directed by
Bernardo Bertolucci in 1970,
making it the most recent of the
foreign films highlighted during the
week. The screen play, written by
the director, is about a young
facist, who in illustration of his
dedication to Mussolini, must '
assassinate a former professor.
Pauline Kael of the New Yorker
:

called it, "an extraordinary

Fellini is probably the most
outstanding and reknown. His film
"8" was jokingly named so
because in 1963 when it was made,
Fellini had recently completed six
f
films and three
length segments, adding up to the
title. The plot of Saturday's film,
which ends the Festival, revolves
around the problems that women
and the past cause in the life of a
film director.
Hopefully we can consider this
coming week to be Wooster's
Second Annual International Film
Festival and vthat it will be
established, by its support, as an
entity at the coOege.
full-lengt-

one-hal-

h

-

,

combination of visual richness and
visual freedom... A sumptuous,
emotionally charged experience."
Of an Italian Film directors,

:ln tit
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Student Manager Wanted ;

" ;" '
' '
'.
The position of student manager of McGaw Chapel will soon be
opening. If responsibility, authority, a chance to work with exciting
people, and an excellent salary all appeal to you, talk to Hal Closson in
the Lowry Center Office, ext. 558. .
'

--

PAID TRAINING BEGINS THIS QUARTER.

Legs

H i 9-

--

p

psychoanalyzed,

really are releasing

to Appear
Charlie Daniels Band
"These bands have

and Needr

.

Educational Policy
during this, quarter.

flashlights, and Cleveland Plain
Dealers among other miscellany.
Maybe the . followers can be

--

n

"

props, which include rice,

-

- ation. Theeditorship is open to any
interested student "It's an excel-- ,

.

may be remembered for a longer
time due to her role as Janet in
Rocky Horror.
What really makes The Rocky
Horror Picture Show, worth seeing
is the fanatic audience. Across the
nation,audiences are going
through the same rituals each
week, with only a few regional
differences. Whether in a theatre
in Chicago or New York or even
remote cities like uieveiano or
participants
know
their cues to tell Brad to "kick it"
and Frank to "say it," and they
know when to bring out .their

as sucn by his or her students, Dr.
Calhoun maintains,, and often
detracts from student and faculty
communication.
'Dr. Arnold Lewis of the 'Art
History Department termed the
meeting a "good exchange," between faculty and students. "The
faculty should be as appreciative as
possible of any type of new
perspective," Lewis asserted, adding that "faculty members should
know how .students feel."
Dr. Lewis noted that "we. don't
live in a good time for education.
We are all more testy, a little more

(5
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by Deb Berq

(

The 1979 Wooster Scotties
t basketball
team opened their season on the right track, beating
Capital University, 6CK52 Saturday
1 in the PEC.
The Scotties were led by senior
.
Laura. Page and Ann
Cleary with 18 and 14 points
respectively. Wooster saw the lead
seesaw during the first half, nearly
breaking the game open, "only to
have Capital pump in several
bombs to tie it at 24 at intermission.
Wooster came out in the second
half sporting a tough
zone The
Scottie hustle on defense, partial-- ,
larly from K.C Clark and Jean
Campbell, swung the momentum
to Wooster's side The Scotties
reclaimed the lead while prevent-- ,
ing Capital from scoring for nearly
the first six minutes in the half,
pulling out to as much as a 10
point lead before the final buzzer.
Coach Nan Nichols expressed a
great deal of pleasure with her
squad's play following the game.

i

-

mov-s'in-

ns

;

:

:

''

'

JUNIOR K.C. CLARK goes up for a tip in the Scotties'
opening game win over Capital. Photo by John Walsh. -

60-5- 2

well-balance-

mVaIII.

M

(point-wing)- ,;

5

nt

1-

9

55-35-le-

ace.
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.

B-W-

,"

came, out with
. Wooster
intensity and aggressiveness

against Otterbein and though they
committed four personal fouls in
the first two minutes of play they

were able to parlay their

Wooster continued to dominate
m the second half as Otterbein got
no closer than 16 points,

61-4- 5
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THIS WEEK IN SCOT AND SCOTTIE SPORTS ACTION:
ACTION

--

.

.

32-18-

.

-

--

.

.t '

.

'

"

"

.

'

'

,

'

WRESTLING at Ohio State Tournament Fri. and Sat.; Jan. 19 and
.. 20. ; - . ,l:'-7,;
WOMENS BASKETBALL vs. Cedarville awav Sat.. Jan. 20
--

.

-

2

--

--aga-

inst

--

12-8-

' In Addition

0

to Siegers perform- -

'

ances. Wooster fans were treated
to pins by Rick Hastings' over
Marietta's John Ostapak in the
division, and Mike
Williams, over Mt Union's Jeff
;

177-poun-

.

'

d

Teece in the

class. v
winless in four
matches, will attempt to turn things
around this weekend ' in the Ohio
State Intercollegiate Tournament
'
at .Columbus.
190-poun-

d

The Scots

.

v

TO SEE BETTER...
SEE PERRY OPTICAL

PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES
ALL

PRESCRIPTIOMS
L
.

--

Wbmeh's

or zipper styles.

"

.-

PERRY
OPTICAL

Including cotton denim flares with button front

-

19.

match of the afternoon. Sfeool
outmaneuvered , Marietta's John
Reuse her on his way to recording a .
10-decision.
,
,
.
Siegel found the going tougher
Mt . Union's Mark Payne,
buf when the final buzzer sounded
.
he had prevailed to win
Siegel, a sophdmore from Mans- fieIcLis now 4-- on the year:

COUPLETE NEW GLASSES
NEW FRAMES"
, : NEW LENSES
PRESCRIPTION
SUNGLASSES
y
LENSES CUPUCATE0

,

'

134-pounder

--

v

MEN'S BASKETBALL vs. "Capital away Sat., Jan. 20; vs.
Heidelberg at home Wed., Jan. 24, 7:30 p.m. V'V,
v
SWIMMING vs. North Central and Wheaton in Chicago FrL,Jan!

,

Grapplers Enter OS Tburriej
,

COMPLETE STOCKS
OF

.

),

--

-

with 16:30 remaining.
by Hank S perry On offense and defense, senior
-The
of Wooster's
Sam Dixon made a shambles of wrestling
Otterbein point man Jeff Kessler, slide as fortunes Continued to'
the Scots dropped both
forcing him to commit seven
: turnovers while at the other end of , ends of a double, dual meet held
the court scoring ten points and Saturday at Marietta. Host Marietta
outdueled the Scots fa the first
dishing out nine assists. .
"We took Otterbein completely , match, 2213; then Mt Union's
out o.f their offense," Van Wie said. Pilots took the cue and finished off
the Wooster matmen in the night--.'
"We had an excellent scouting
'
cap,
. d
report-anknew what Otterbein
Rick Siegel conT
would try to do against us. We had
a good battle plan and the players - tinued to shine on an otherwise'
bleak'day for the Scots. In his first"
executed it.

Store Hours: Mon. thru Thur. 9:30 to 5:30
Friday snd Saturday Night Till 9 .

&

(wing-post-

scots in

ollege

Against Otterbein, Wooster
was ready to play from the opening
tip, something that apparently was
missing against B-"Both the players and coaches
really weren't ready for
coach Al Van Wie admitted. "In
basketball, a team can't get up for
24 games so the real challenge' for
any good team is trying to maintain
a consistency."

--

--

ad

halftime.

to-Baldwin-Wall-

"

.-

.

--

--.C-

Wednesday's upset '.loss

--

both scoring and rebounding with-- 16
and 7 respectively; Five other
Scots were - in ; double ' figures, ...
Zambie with 15, Balser and Tecca
with 14 and Dixon and freshman
John Maiden with 10 apiece.
- r "When we're ready
to play this
year's team is better than last
year's, which I didn't think wouk'
be the case," Van Wie said.

6,

.

--

1

-

ukm, Miman tea me

6

Men's

'

-

:
by Jim VYHkins
iikins
aggressiveness into a 14-- lead at
In a rematch of the 1978 Ohio. 15:29 of the first half.
Conference ' title game, the
Otterbein was able to stay in the
Fighting Scot basketball team . game and closed within' four
overwhelmed Otter bein 103-7points, 30-2with 7:57 left in the
last Saturday in Timken Gym.
half until George Zambie's three-poiThe Scots were motivated both,
play sparked a Wooster
by the desire for revenge of last' scoring burst in which - fhey
year's ' title game loss and the butscored Otterbein 25-- to take a
desire to atone for the preceding
into the lockerroom at,

W.

:

d,
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played quite welL They played as a " Jean Campbeuat point and wing.
team and they were looking to . the is one of the starters along
work the patterns. This early in the '. with Page, Cleary, Buda and
season, the timing is still slightly off, Walton.
v.. but it will come. In future games
Joining varsity for the first time is
well also be making more of those : Mary LeVine, a sophomore
g
bunny shots we missed today."
up from jayvee. Nichols intends
J Despite missing several short
to utilize LeVine mainly at .wing..
jumpers, Wooster managed' to . Sophomore Amy Hoffman, out for
shoot 37 as opposed to Capital's basketball for the first time at -. ..
..
Wooster," will be used at point,
Wooster should up that percent
along with
freshman on
age however, as they averaged
the squad, Amy Brockett
41
as a team last season. In
The Scotties, with an assist from
addition, 10 of last year's varsity senior Don Kilbum as assistant
have returned, giving Nichols a coach,' are a good bet to improve
:
experienced squad, upon last season's 4-- mark. They
Among those returnees are four, may not. win ' them all, but as
' seniors: Page (post), Cleary
.Nichols guarantees,' Wooster will
Judy Miller, and Trish play some exciting bafl. ' ;
v";
Wilkinson, (both swinging at point
Scotfie fans will have a chance
and wing).
to see a lot of - this action as
The Junior returnees are; Pat Wooster hosts nine contests this
Buda
Rose Mickle
season. They played Muskingum
(wing), and Val Walton, K.C Clark i last'night and travel to Cedarville
and Jo Heywood all at the post tomorrow. The next home contest
position. Nichols expects all five to is next Friday when the Scotties
see a great deal of action. .' take on the always touah Mount 'The onlyV sophomore
returning is St Joseph Mounties, beginning r
Khom?r5rcturnina
--

.
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